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A Simple Universal Generator for Continuous andDisrete Univariate T-onave DistributionsJosef LeydoldUniversity of Eonomis and Business Administration, Department for Applied Statistisand Data ProessingWe use inequalities to design short universal algorithms that an be used to generate randomvariates from large lasses of univariate ontinuous or disrete distributions (inluding all log-onave distributions). The expeted time is uniformly bounded over all these distributions. Thealgorithms an be implemented in a few lines of high level language ode. In opposition to otherblak-box algorithms hardly any setup step is required and thus it is superior in the hangingparameter ase.Categories and Subjet Desriptors: G.3 [Probability and Statistis℄: Random number gener-ationGeneral Terms: AlgorithmsAdditional Key Words and Phrases: non-uniform random variates, universal method, ratio-of-uniforms method, transformed density rejetion, disrete distributions, ontinuous distributions,log-onave distributions, T-onave distributions1. INTRODUCTIONIn the last deade several approahes have been introdued for so alled univer-sal (or blak box) methods for generating non-uniform random variates. Reentpapers propose methods where a hat funtion that approximates the respetiveprobability density funtion or probability vetor is onstruted (see e.g. Ahrens[1993℄, H�ormann [1995℄, Ahrens [1995℄, Evans and Swartz [1998℄, Leydold [2000a℄,Leydold [2000b℄; H�ormann and Deringer [1996℄, H�ormann and Deringer [1997℄).These methods have (extremely) fast marginal generation time, but require a setupstep, whih is expensive ompared to the average ost of generating one randomvariate. Although this setup step an be made short at the prie of a muh highermarginal generation time (e.g. Gilks and Wild 1992) the resulting algorithm arerather omplex.If only a few random variates are required methods like adaptive rejetion sam-pling by Gilks and Wild [1992℄ or rejetion from adjusted table-mountain-shapedhat funtions (e.g. H�ormann 1995) have been suggested. However both require arather expensive setup step and/or adaptation steps. Thus the approah by De-vroye [1984℄ and Devroye [1987℄ is muh more appropriate. It uses inequalities thatholds for every log-onave distribution. It is based on the following theorems.This work was supported by the Austrian Siene Foundation (FWF), projet no. P12805-MATAddress: Augasse 2-6, A-1090 Vienna, Austria. email: Josef.Leydold�statistik.wu-wien.a.at



2 � Josef LeydoldTheorem 1 (Devroye [1986℄, xVII.2.5,theorem 2.4). If f is a log-onavedensity with mode � = 0 and f(0) = 1, then writing q for F (0), where F denotesthe .d.f. of the distribution, we havef(x) � � min(1; e1�x=(1�q)); (x � 0)min(1; e1+x=q); (x < 0) (1)The area under the bounding urve in (1) is 2.Remark 1. If F (�) is not known, a modi�ed universal hat exists with area 4(see Devroye [1986℄, xVII.2.3). In both ases these universal hats are not optimal.Devroye [1984℄ derives the properties of the optimal hat and provides a (ratherexpensive) generator for the orresponding density. The areas below the optimalbounding urves are �2=6 and �2=3, respetively, i.e., about 18% better.Theorem 2 (Devroye 1987). For any disrete log-onave distribution with amode at � and probabilities pk, we havep�+k � p� min(1; e1�p�jkj); for all k: (2)Remark 2. The expeted number of iterations for a generator that utilizes equa-tion (2) is 4 + p�. Devroye [1987℄ also gives some hints how this number an bedereased to 2 + p� in speial ases.Algorithms that utilize these two theorems an be found in Devroye [1984℄ andDevroye [1987℄, respetively.In this paper we introdue an new approah for universal bounding urves basedon the ratio-of-uniforms method. The new algorithm is even simpler and an beapplied to a larger lass of distributions, inluding all log-onave distributions. Asfor Devroye's algorithm the expeted number of uniform random numbers does notdepend on the partiular distribution. In opposition to other blak-box algorithmshardly any setup step is required. Thus it is superior in the hanging parameterhase.2. CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS2.1 Ratio-of-uniformsThe ratio-of-uniforms method introdued by Kinderman and Monahan [1977℄ isa exible method that an be adjusted to a large variety of distributions. It hasbeome a popular transformation method to generate non-uniform random variates,sine it results in exat, eÆient, fast and easy to implement algorithms. It is basedon the following (slightly modi�ed) theorem.Theorem 3 (Kinderman and Monahan 1977). Let f(x) be a positive inte-grable funtion with support (x0; x1) not neessarily �nite. If (V; U) is uniformlydistributed inA = A(f) = f(v; u): 0 < u �pf(v=u+ �); x0 < v=u+ � < x1g; (3)then X = V=U + � has probability density funtion f(x)=Rf .For sampling random points uniformly distributed in A, rejetion from a onve-nient enveloping region is used. Kinderman and Monahan [1977℄ and others use



A simple universal generator for T-onave distributions � 3rejetion from the minimal bounding retangle, i.e., the smallest possible retanglethat ontains A. It is given by (see Wake�eld, Gelfand, and Smith [1991℄)Rmbr = f(v; u): v� � v � v+; 0 � u � u+g (4)where u+ = supx0<x<x1pf(x)v� = infx0<x��(x � �)pf(x)v+ = sup��x<x1(x � �)pf(x) (5)2.2 A universal envelopeAssume A is onvex. Then it is easy to onstrut a universal bounding retanglewithout omputing these boundaries. Let � be the mode of f , then u+ = pf(�)and A has the extremal points (0; u+), (v�; ul) and (v+; ur), for respetive ul andur. De�ne A+ = f(v; u) 2 A: v > 0g and analogously A�. Then by the onvexityof A, the triangle with verties at (0; 0), (0; u+) and (v+; ur) is ontained in A+and thus has a smaller area (see �gure 1). Consequently
( vl2 ; um2 ) ( vr2 ; um2 )

(vl; um) (vr ; um)(0; u+)
(v+; ur)(v�; ul)

v

u

0�F (�) vm (1� F (�)) vmFig. 1. A and universal bounding retangle R and squeeze S for gamma(3) distribution.12 u+v+ � jA+j and 12 u+(�v�) � jA�jwhere jA+j denotes the area of A+. From the proof of theorem 3 (see e.g. Kinder-man and Monahan [1977℄) it follows immediately thatjA�j = 12 Z �x0 f(x) dx = 12 F (�) Rfand jA+j = 12 Z x1� f(x) dx = 12 (1� F (�)) Rf:



4 � Josef LeydoldHene if the umulate distribution funtion F (x) at mode � is known, we �ndv+ � (1� F (�)) (Rf)=pf(�) and v� � �F (�) (Rf)=pf(�):Therefore we an summarize our result in the following theorem.Theorem 4. Suppose A = A(f) is onvex for a density funtion f(x) with mode�. Let F denote the .d.f. of the distribution and letR = f(v; u): vl � v � vr; 0 � u � umg;Q = f(v; u):�vm � v � vm; 0 � u � umg; (6)where um =pf(�)vm = (Rf)=pf(�) vl = �F (�) vmvr = (1� F (�)) vm (7)Then A � R � Q and jRj = 2 jAj and jQj = 4 jAj: (8)Remark 3. For the lass of all distributions with onvex sets A, R is optimal,i.e., any other universal enveloping region must ontain R. Analogously for Qwhen F (�) is not known.Applying theorem 4 results in the following universal algorithm for distributionswith onvex set A. It works with any multiple of the probability density funtion.Algorithm SROUCRequire: p.d.f. f(x), area Rf , mode �; .d.f. at mode F (�) (optional)=� Setup �=1: um  pf(�), vm  (Rf)=um.2: if F (�) is provided then3: vl  �F (�) vm, vr  vm + vl.4: else5: vl  �vm, vr  vm.=� Generator �=6: repeat7: Generate U uniformly on (0; um).8: Generate V uniformly on (vl; vr).9: X  V=U + �.10: until U2 � f(X).11: return X .Remark 4. By equation (8) the rejetion onstant of algorithm SROUC is 2 whenF (�) is known and 4 otherwise.Remark 5. If only upper and lower bounds for Rf , F (�), f(�) or � are available,an aordingly modi�ed version of algorithm SROUC still works.2.3 A universal squeezeWhen F (�) is known we an also onstrut a universal squeeze.



A simple universal generator for T-onave distributions � 5Theorem 5. Suppose A(f) is onvex for a density funtion f(x) with mode �.If F (�) is given, where F denotes the .d.f. of the distribution, then there exists aset S = S(f), suh that S � A. We have (V; U) 2 S if and only if either0 � VU � vrum and U vr + V um � vr um (9)or 0 � VU � vlum and U vl + V um � vl um: (10)where um, vl and vr are as de�ned in theorem 4. MoreoverjSj = jAj=2: (11)Proof. Let S denote the universal squeeze region and assume that A+ 6= ;. Let� be the triangle de�ned by the inequalities v > 0, v=u � vr=um and u vr+v um �vr um. Hene its verties are (0; 0), (0; um) and (vr=2; um=2) (see �gure 1). De�neS+ = f(v; u) 2 S: v > 0g and R+ = f(v; u) 2 R: v > 0g. Every straight linethrough a point (V; U) 2 R+ n A+ that does not interset A+, splits R+ intotwo parts suh that (i) A+ and the edge (0; 0)(0; um) are ompletely ontainedin the left hand part, and (ii) the area of left hand part is at least jA+j andhene annot be smaller than jR+j=2 (analogously to equation (8)). S+ is thenthe intersetion of the left hand parts of all suh lines. Consequently S+ must beontained in the triangles with respetive verties at (0; 0), (u; um) and (vr ; 0), and(0; 0), (u; um) and (vr ; um). Sine the intersetion of these triangles is given by �,we �nd � � S+. Now notie that S+ is onvex. Furthermore for every suh straightline that intersets the boundary ofR+ in the points (a; 0) and (b; um) we must have(a + b) � vr=2, sine otherwise (ii) would be violated. Hene (vr=2; um=2) 2 S+,thus � � S+ and equation (9) follows. Analogously we �nd S� and inequality (10)for the left hand retangle R�. Obviously jSj = jS�j+ jS+j = jRj=4 = jAj=2.Remark 6. For the lass of all distributions with onvex sets A, S is optimal, i.e.,any other universal squeeze region is ontained in S.Algorithm SROUC an be easily extended to make use of theorem 5.2.4 T-onave distributionsStadlober [1989b℄ and Dieter [1989℄ have lari�ed the relationship of the ratio-of-uniforms method to the ordinary aeptane/rejetion method. It an be viewed asrejetion from a table-mountain shaped density (see �gure 2). Leydold [2000a℄ hasshown a deeper onnetion to the so alled transformed density rejetion method(see H�ormann [1995℄ for a desription of this method). Moreover a full harateri-zation of all distributions with onvex region A is derived.Theorem 6 (Leydold 2000a). A(f) is onvex if and only if f(x) is T -onavewith transformation T (x) = �1=px, i.e., if and only if �1=pf(x) is a onavefuntion.Notie that this lass of T -onave distributions inludes all log-onave distribu-tions [H�ormann 1995℄.We further an use this onnetion to derive universal upper and lower boundsfor T -onave distributions.



6 � Josef Leydold
Fig. 2. Universal hat and squeeze for gamma(3) distribution. Original sale (l.h.s.) and trans-formed sale (r.h.s.)Theorem 7. For any T -onave density f with T (x) = �1=px and mode � letum, vm, vl and vr be de�ned as in theorem 4 and let xm = vm=um, xl = vl=um andxr = vr=um. De�ne ~h(x) = ( f(�) for �xm � x� � � xmv2m(x��)2 otherwise (12)h(x) =8>><>>: v2l(x��)2 for x� � < xlf(�) for xl � x� � � xrv2r(x��)2 for x� � > xr (13)

s(x) = 8>>><>>>: � vl umvl+um (x��)�2 for xl � x� � < 0� vr umvr+um (x��)�2 for 0 � x� � < xr0 otherwise (14)~s(x) = � f(�)=4 for xl � x� � � xr0 otherwise (15)Then ~h(x) � h(x) � f(x) � s(x) � ~s(x) for all x: (16)Proof. (v; u) 7! (v=u+�;�1=u) maps A(f) one-to-one onto the region T (f) =f(x; y): y � T (f(x)) = �1=pf(x); x0 < x < x1g [Leydold 2000a℄. Moreover astraight line a v + b u =  in A(f) is mapped onto the line a (x � �) +  y = �b inT (f), and onsequently to a urvey = � b+ a(x� �)�2 (17)in the original sale, sine T�1(x) = �1=x2. (If  = 0, the line a v+b u = 0 throughthe origin is mapped into a line parallel to the y-axis.) We then get upper boundsby the respetive boundaries of R and Q (with u > 0) in theorem 4. These are



A simple universal generator for T-onave distributions � 7given by v = vl, u = um, v = vr, and v = �vm, u = um, v = vm, respetively.Thus the upper bounds ~h(x) and h(x) follow from (17). Analogously we get s(x)by theorem 5 and eq. (9), (10) and (17). The last inequality follows from the fat,that s(xl + �) = s(xr + �) = (um=2)2 � s(x) for all x 2 [xl + �; xr + �℄.Remark 7. The proof of theorem 3 uses the fat that (v; u) 7! (v=u+�; u2) mapsA(f) one-to-one onto the region f(x; y): y � f(x); x0 < x < x1g, and that it hasonstant Jaobian 2. An immediate onsequene is that14 Z ~h(x) dx = 12 Z h(x) dx = Z f(x) dx = 2 Z s(x) dx = 4 Z ~s(x) dx: (18)Moreover Z xr+�� h(x) dx = Z 1xr+� h(x) dx: (19)Completely analogously results hold for the left hand tail of h(x) and for ~h(x).We an now use eq. (16) to ompile a universal generator for T -onave distri-butions based on the aeptene/rejetion tehnique. Algorithm STDR generatesa random variate with propability proportinal to the hat funtion by inversion.Squeezes are omitted.Algorithm STDRRequire: p.d.f. f(x), area Rf , mode �; .d.f. at mode F (�) (optional)=� Setup �=1: um  pf(�), vm  (Rf)=um.2: if F (�) is provided then3: A 2 Rf . =� Area below hat �=4: al  F (�)A=2, ar  A=2 + al.5: vl  �F (�) vm, vr  vm + vl.6: else7: A 4 Rf .8: al  A=4, ar  3A=4.9: vl  �vm, vr  vm.=� Generator �=10: repeat11: Generate U uniformly on (0; A).12: if U < al then13: X  �v2l =U + �. =� Compute X by inversion �=14: Y  U2=v2l . =� Compute h(X). �=15: else if U � ar then16: X  vl=um + (U � al)=u2m + �.17: Y  f(�).18: else =� U > ar �=19: X  v2r=(umvr � (U � ar)) + �.20: Y  (A� U)2=v2r .21: Generate V uniformly on (0; 1).22: until V Y � f(X).



8 � Josef Leydold23: return X .Remark 8. Obviously algorithm STDR is more omplex (and slower) than algo-rithm SROUC. However it has two advantages:(1) The rejetion onstant an be dereased when the domain of density is givenby (x0; x1) � R. Just replae (0; A) in step 11 by (Al; Ar), where Al = R x0�1 h(x) dxand Ar = R1x1 h(x) dx.(2) STDR does not su�er from the same (possible) defets when using linear on-gruential generators (with bad lattie struture) as have been reported for theratio-of-uniform methods [H�ormann 1994a; H�ormann 1994b℄. (However, this doesnot guarantee the absene of other de�ienies.)2.5 The mirror prinipleDevroye [1984℄ suggests the usage of a hat funtion for f(x) + f(�x) when F (�) isnot known to redue the expeted number of uniform random numbers. To applythis idea to our situation we need the following result.Lemma 8. Let g1(x) and g2(x) be two non-negative funtions with respetivebounding retangles R1 and R2 for A(g1) and A(g2) with ommon left lower vertex(0; 0) and the respetive right upper verties (v1; u1) and (v2; u2). ThenA(g1 + g2) � �(v; u): 0 � v �qv21 + v22 ; 0 < u �qu21 + u22� :Proof. Let (v; u) 2 A(g1 + g2). Obviously v � 0. By equation (5) u2 �sup(g1(x)+ g2(x)) � sup g1(x)+ sup g2(x) � u21+u22 and v2 � sup(x��)2 (g1(x)+g2(x)) � sup(x� �)2 g1(x) + sup(x� �)2 g2(x) � v21 + v22 as proposed.Theorem 9. For any T -onave density f with T (x) = �1=px and mode � letbR = f(v; u):�vm � v � vm; 0 < u � p2umg (20)where vm and um are as de�ned in theorem 4. ThenA(f(x) + f(�x)) � bR and j bRj = 4p2 jA(f)j: (21)Proof. Let R(p) = f(v; u):�p vm � v � (1 � p) vm; 0 < u � umg. Then bytheorem 4 we �nd A(f(x)) � R(F (�)) and A(f(�x)) � R(1 � F (�)). Hene bylemma 8 A(f(x) + f(�x)) � Sp2[0;1℄ �(v; u):�v(p) � v � v(p); 0 < u � p2um	 =bR, where v(p) = pp2 v2m + (1� p)2 v2m. Equation (21) follows immediately fromequation (8).Remark 9. bR is not optimal. However the optimal envelope bRopt is not ret-angular and ontains the retangles f(v; u):�vm=2 � v � vm=2; 0 < u � p2umgand f(v; u):�vm � v � vm; 0 < u � umg. Thus we �nd the estimate j bRoptj �(1� 12 (p2� 1)) j bRj � 0:79 j bRj.Using theorem 9 we an ompile the following algorithm. It redues the expetednumber of uniform random variates at the expense of more evaluations of f(x).



A simple universal generator for T-onave distributions � 9Algorithm SROUCMRequire: p.d.f. f(x), area Rf , mode �.=� Setup �=1: um  pf(�), vm  (Rf)=um.=� Generator �=2: loop3: Generate U uniformly on (0;p2um).4: Generate V uniformly on (�vm; vm).5: X  V=U .6: if U2 � f(X + �) then7: return X + �.8: if U2 � f(X + �) + f(�X + �) then9: return �X + �.Remark 10. By equation (21) the rejetion onstant of algorithm SROUCM is 2p2in opposition to 4 in algorithm SROUC when F (�) is not known.3. DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONSStadlober [1989a℄ has shown that the ratio-of-uniforms method is well suited forgenerating from disrete distributions. Indeed, onsiderations from x2 an alsobe used to design a universal algorithm for disrete distributions. However somemodi�ations are neessary.A disrete distribution with probability vetor pi, with support I � Z, is alledT -onave if pi � 12 (T (pi�1) + T (pi+1)) for all i 2 I (22)For log-onave distributions we have T (x) = log(x) and p2i � pi�1 pi+1. Obviouslypi is unimodal. Denote its mode by �. For the following assume that pi is T -onavewith transformation T (x) = �1=px. Letfp(x) = � pbx for bx 2 I0 otherwise (23)where bx denotes the largest integer not greater than x. Sine fp is a step fun-tion, A(fp) annot be onvex. Consider the onvex hull C of A. Beause of inequal-ity (22), C ontains the points ((i+1��)ppi;ppi) for all i � �, and ((i��)ppi;ppi)for all i � �, with i 2 I � Z (use transformation (v; u) 7! (v=u+�; u2), see remarkafter the proof of theorem 7). These are the \spikes" of A. Let (v+; ur) be theright extremal point of A (see (5)).Lemma 10. Let � be the triangle with verties at (0; 0), (0; u+) and (v+; ur).Then j�j � jA+j, where A+ = f(v; u) 2 A: v > 0g.Proof. Notie that the edges (0; 0)(0; u+) and (0; 0)(v+; ur) are always on-tained in the losure of A. Moreover the third edge (0; u+)(v+; ur) is also ontainedin A whenever ur = 0 by inequality (22). Then � � A and the proposition fol-lows. Now assume ur > 0. Edge (0; u+)(v+; ur) is ontained in the quadrangle Qwith verties in (0; u+), (u+; u+), (v+; ur) and (v+ � ur; ur). Figure 3 shows the



10 � Josef Leydold\worst ase" where equality holds in (22) for all i 2 (�; � + v+). Notie that edge(0; u+)(v+; ur) splits Q into two parts with j� \ Qj � jQj=2, beause ur � u+.Moreover Q in �gure 3 an be partitioned into quadrangles eah with two sidesparallel to the v-axis. In eah of these quadrangles the region that is ontainedin A is larger than its omplement. Hene jA \ Qj � jQj=2 and the propositionfollows.

v
u(0; u+)

(v+; ur)
Fig. 3. Quadrangle Q and edge (0; u+)(v+ ; ur)It obvious that an analogous result holds for A� and we arrive at the followingproposition. Notie that supi<� pi = p��1.Theorem 11. Let pi, i 2 Z, be a T -onave probability vetor of a disretedistribution, with T (x) = �1=px and mode �. Let F denote the .d.f. of thedistribution and let Rd = R�d [ R+d withR�d = f(v; u):�F (�� 1) P pi=pp��1 � v � 0; 0 � u � pp��1gR+d = f(v; u): 0 � v � (1� F (�)) P pi=pp�; 0 � u � pp�g (24)and Qd = Q�d [ Q+d withQ�d = f(v; u):�P pi=pp��1 � v � 0; 0 � u � pp��1gQ+d = f(v; u): 0 � v �P pi=pp�; 0 � u � pp�g (25)Then A � Rd � Qd andjRdj = 2 jAj and jQdj = 4 jAj: (26)Remark 11. We set R�d = ; whenever p��1 = 0.Algorithm SROUDRequire: p.v. pi, areaP pi, mode �; .d.f. at mode F (�) (optional)=� Setup �=1: ul  pp��1, ur  pp�.2: if F (�) is provided then



A simple universal generator for T-onave distributions � 113: vl  �F (�) P pi=ul, vr  (1� F (�� 1)) P pi=ur.4: else5: vl  �P pi=ul, vr  P pi=ur.=� Generator �=6: repeat7: Generate V uniformly on (vl; vr).8: if V < 0 then9: Generate U uniformly on (0; ul).10: else11: Generate U uniformly on (0; ur).12: I  bV=U+ �.13: until U2 � pI .14: return I .Remark 12. The rejetion onstant of algorithm SROUD is 2 when F (�) is knownand 4 otherwise.Remark 13. Obviously the mirror priniple an also be applied to the disretease.4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCESWe have oded versions of srou (with and without using the universal squeeze),sroum (i.e., using the mirror priniple) and of stdr (with and without usingsqueeze ~s(x)) where we have restrited the domain of the hat to the domain ofthe given p.d.f. It is obvious that the expeted number of uniform random num-bers for new algorthms is quite high and the marginal generation time is higherthan that for speialized algorithms or fast universal algorithm that require a moreexpensive setup step (e.g., algorithm arou in Leydold [2000a℄, or utdr in [H�ormann1995℄, that uses a semi-empirial rule to onstrut a hat funtion). However, whenonly a ouple of random numbers are requested, the new algorithms are superiorboth in generation time and the size and omplexity of their odes.To get an idea of the performane we ran several tests. The expeeted numberof uniform random numbers for both srou and stdr is 8 when the .d.f. at themode is not known and 4 otherwise. When using the mirror priniple in the �rstase, it ould be redued to 5:66. However its usage is only reommended whenthe generation of uniform random numbers is (very) expensive ompared to theevaluation of the p.d.f. As expeted srou is a little bit faster than stdr. Howeverwhen the domain of the head funtion is restrited to the domain of the p.d.f. stdrrequires less iterations and less uniform random numbers (e.g. 3:26 for the beta(5,7)distribution) and is thus faster.When omparing the total times (inluding setup) for generating 10 randomvariates we found that both algorithm have about the same performane as utdrwhen .d.f. at the mode is known (and thus are faster, when less random variatesare required). If the .d.f. at the mode is not known, they are at least faster thanarou or the algorithm by Gilks and Wild [1992℄.
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